
 

The winners, ‘Women In Prison’, who JENGbA know and     
support,  said they wanted to share the award with JENGbA 
because of the amazing work we do and want to split their 
prize money with us! 

JENGbA (myself and another mum LM) did a podcast with 
‘Surviving Society’ run by 2 Black Activists with PHDs.  When 
we explained how easily people have been convicted using 
joint enterprise they asked “what kind of fuckery is that?!” 
That podcast was listened to by the Careers Advisor at a     
University who said they should have put a content warning 
out before people listened as it had made her so angry.  She 
wanted to know if we could use students of all disciplines   
looking for placements as volunteers to help with the         
campaign.  This is how our message is spreading, gathering 
support and supporters.  

JENGbA have decided to move office from West London to 
Camden.  The office in Shepherds Bush is old and during lock 
down, barely manned.  Also built over a sewer system so the 
intermittent smells like huge farts did not suit our delicate 
noses.  The new office is on the 4th Floor of the London          
Resource Centre – address is on back. There are 3 dedicated 
phone lines which we can give out once we have moved on 
January 7th 2022. We intend a launch event on 28th January to 
invite all the activists, campaigns and families to ensure every-
one knows the direction JENGbA are taking this coming year. 
New broom, new energy, new office.  Ask your supporters to 
keep an eye on the website for more info.  And we have     
applied for funding from the Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust 
to get a manned office in the North of England – we will know 
by March if we have secured that.   
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Dear JENGbA Inside Campaigners, Friends,  

Supporters and Families, 

 

Well, it is that time of year again, so painful for families 
and all of you locked away from your loved ones, but as 
you know we always try to give a positive message in 
JENGbA’s newsletter and this one is  going to be easy!  I 
am always amazed that the first Christmas cards we    
receive at the very beginning of December are from some 
of you lot (EH and SK thank you!) which just reinforces to 
me a least, that you can lock away a human soul but you 
cannot break their own ability to believe in kindness and  
humanity.  Those qualities are needed more now than 
ever, not just because of the time of year, but also the 
increasing COVID regulations will mean it is harder for 
those of you with family to see each other.  But we don’t 
forget those prisoners who don’t have outside   support 
and want you to know you are loved by your JENGbA fam-
ily. 

We have good news!  JENGbA were shortlisted for the 
Criminal Justice Alliance National Campaign of the Year 
award and we came runners up with a prize of £1000.  For 
us it has never been about money, the recognition from 
the CJA that what we are doing is right is the most im-
portant thing for us.  It goes a long way to spreading our 
message of wrongful convictions and over-criminalisation 
of secondary parties and those not directly involved in the 
offence.  A lot of you won’t get that when we tell people 
on the outside that people are serving life sentences for 
murders, who were not at the scene, no witnesses to 
place them at the scene, no DNA, no motive or reason to 
want someone harmed, they simply can’t believe it.   

The pic opposite is a group of mums representing all the 
families around the country because it was an online 
event and it didn’t feel right  possibly receiving an award 
on my own without families.  We are happy, not because 
we are having a jolly but mainly because we were togeth-
er. Just like you on the Inside, we have made lifelong 
friends with people we would have never met if it had not 
been for the campaign, and I am sure you will agree, 
when you are released from prison you will stay friends 
with people you would have never met had it not been 
for prison. 
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Our JENGbA family celebrating their CJA Award 



believe you are suffering a substantial injustice and 
what it means to have no legal remedy to prove 
it. JENGbA have never claimed to be legal experts but 
all of us know when not only the law is wrong, we 
know the Criminal Justice System is flawed by        
endemic racism with prosecutors and Police deliber-
ately over- criminalising defendants.  This is your 
chance to have your say and it will be keyed in and 
supplemented to the JR. If you don’t want your name 
revealed tell us. If you want to do a group submission 
from other JE prisoners then do so. Don’t forget the 
impact it has had on your families especially those of 
you who have lost loved ones while serving your sen-
tence.  

The Private Members Bill is being launched in Parlia-
ment on the 1st February but keep an eye on the web-
site and prison wire if that comes off, as COVID might 
put a spanner in a House of Commons launch (The 
Atlee Room is booked from 5pm to 7pm).  It might not 
be an open invitation as numbers are limited and we 
need the MPs to be there. Please write to your MP 
and ask supporters to write to MPs to ask them to  
attend. The Bill also addresses the Substantial Injus-
tice test and out of time appeals especially after law 
change.  The JR and Bill will run separately but      
together in terms of the media message and social 
platforms we will be forming.  We know it is David and 
Goliath as I mentioned in a previous newsletter but we 
know who won that fight.  Please get your submis-
sions to us before 28th January so that they can be 
part of the office conference and the launch of the  
Private Members Bill on Feb 1st. That will be online if 
we can’t get room at the inn.  

Happy Christmas to those of you who celebrate it. 
And to everyone else as always love and 
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Our amazing news is that we were 

contacted by the Barings Foundation who fund 
litigation for Campaigning Groups especially 
around social and racial injustice.  They had 
seen on social media that we intend to Judicial 
Review (a court proceeding in which a judge  
reviews the lawfulness of a decision or action 
made by a public body) the Secretary of State 
for Justice about his decision not to make 
changes to the test on ‘substantial injustice’ as 
recommended by the All Party Parliamentary 
Group on Miscarriages of Justice.  The APPG is 
a cross party group of MPs who examine joint 
enterprise and agreed that the ‘Substantial      
Injustice’ test meant there was no possible legal 
remedy for wrongful convictions involving 
JE.  We (well lawyers helping us) sent a letter 
before claim to the then Secretary of State for 
Justice Robert Buckland asking if he intended to 
amend the test and he said no – so we intend to 
JR that decision.  He is no longer Justice Secre-
tary, Dominic Raab is, so we sent another Letter    
before Action and unsurprisingly he has also  
refused. This huge can of worms needs to be 
kept buried.  

JENGbA knew we wouldn’t get legal aid for the 
JR so we were considering doing a Crowd-
Justice fundraiser as we did for our intervention 
in the Supreme Court decision R v Jogee.  The 
fact that the Baring Foundation contacted us to 
help was incredibly fortuitous.  We recently 
learnt that have agreed to fund the litigation to 
the tune of £50,000.  Once again we are over-
whelmed with this kind of gesture, as it means 
we can instruct lawyers and a QC to bring the 
best arguments possible, but mainly because it 
means we are right and crucial funders are    
recognising that joint enterprise was and is 
wrong in law and in a civil society.   

We are going to ask other Justice campaigners 
to support our JR preferably as Interveners. 
When the Supreme Court decided in 2016 that 
they were going to look into joint enterprise 
charging in R v. Jogee our lawyer called me up 
and said “We must Intervene!”  I had no idea 
what that meant but soon learnt.  It means if you 
have an expertise in the area being discussed 
you can share that knowledge by sharing 
it.   Now JENGbA are asking you and your fami-
lies to Intervene in this legal action.  We want 
your opinion of ‘substantial injustice’ and what it 
means to be serving a Life sentence for a hei-
nous crime you did not commit.  Please don’t 
worry about legal language, the lawyers will   
cover that, just put in your own words why you 
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